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REPORT:DARE 2 SHARE

DARE 2 SHARE, a national level skill competition arranged by Indian Society of
Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers (ISHRAE) Kolhapur Sangli SubChapter and SITCOE Yadrav has put a new record among all the previous events considering
all the concerns. The objective of the event was to make the quarantine time more fruitful and
to create awareness about the importance of Youth Skills in current scenario on the special
occasion of World Youth Skills Day.
It was held on 15th July 2020 and was conducted purely through online mode.
Participants have had to register for the same via registration link with which all their details
were collected with reasonable amount of registration charges created by organizer
committee. The links of the same were provided to the participants via their E-Mails. The
basic theme of the event was to enhance youth skills of participants in which they had to
present the given recent topics in the way of art form in which they are excellent. The topics
that were provided by the organizers were:





Youth and Depression
Online Learning
Lockdown and Unemployment
COVID-19 and Environment

The art forms accepted for the submission were;









Video
Singing
Dancing
Stand Up
Speech
Article Writing
Drawing
Any other art

The duration of the competition were set flexible considering participants’
overwhelming response. The most precious thing about the DARE 2 SHARE is that it has got
tremendous number of participants in the count of 40+ groups in overall categories. The
registered participants were from the various states of India. Almost all of them did the
submission. After the first round top 10 art forms were selected by the organizing committee
on the basis of topic, content and unique features in it. For the analysing purpose of art forms
two judges including Mr. Sujit Kumbhar (Asst. Professor, SITCOE, Yadrav), and Miss.
Shirin Patel ( Project Manager, Fusion HVAC Solutions Pvt. Ltd., Pune) were invited. The
prize distribution ceremony was held on 20th July, 2020, through which participants and
winners were appreciated via online mode. All of them were admired with participation E
Certificates and winners were honoured with attractive money prizes.

 Art Form Submission Details:
Art Form
Video
Singing
Dance
Stand Up
Speech
Article
Drawing
Other Arts
TOTAL
 Winner Details:
1st Winner: (Divisional Winners)
Kamarali Shams Mushrif.
Sudhanshu Suhas Rankhambe.
nd
2 Winner:
Group of;
Uddhav Prashant Salvi.
Samiksha Kishor Jadhav.

Count
4
3
1
2
11
14
12
2
49

